REAL MADRID CF TRAINING PROGRAM
**The Program**

**REAL MADRID CF** is proud to offer you an exclusive soccer experience in Spain through its partnership with generation adidas international.

**REAL MADRID CF** is opening its doors to qualified youth players. This program offers elite training and competition and provides unique insight into the youth development approach of the world’s most famous soccer club.

Highly qualified and experienced professional **REAL MADRID CF** coaches will provide you with specialized soccer training and individual evaluations. This experience takes place at **REAL MADRID CF**’s state of the art training facilities, and provides an inside look at the daily life of a **REAL MADRID CF** academy player.

In addition, during your stay you will have the unique opportunity to tour the inside of **REAL MADRID CF**’s "SANTIAGO BERNABEU" Stadium and its museum for a look back through soccer history, as well as to visit the official **REAL MADRID CF** adidas megastore.

**Don’t miss out on this once in a lifetime opportunity!**
This program is designed for players who are ready to develop their potential and want to experience the ins and outs of the best soccer club of the 20th century: REAL MADRID CF.

This is an exclusive chance to live “fútbol” in one of the world’s most passionate soccer countries!
Objectives:

- Advanced individual technical and tactical training.
- Team tactical development training.
- On field problem solving.
- Individual performance evaluations.
- Pre-season preparation.

OBJECTIVES

Generation Adidas International is operated by eSoccer. Generation Adidas International and eSoccer are divisions of Definition XI, LLC.
• 4 training sessions at the REAL MADRID CF complex, employing REAL MADRID CF’s methodologies.
• Individual assessment in order to improve and to perfect skills. 1 REAL MADRID CF coach for each group of 15 to 25 players, or 2 REAL MADRID CF coaches for 25 to 40 players.
Comprehensive methods for complete technical and tactical development.
THE PROGRAM INCLUDES

- 8 Nights accommodation in Madrid in a 3* sup or 4* hotel
- Meal plan: Half board (Breakfast, Lunch or Dinner)
- 3 pre-arranged competitive matches against Spanish opponents
- Training pitches and clinic sessions (as per itinerary)
- 4 Training sessions at Real Madrid CF training complex: Certificates and individual evaluations, official group picture, back pack, Real Madrid water bottle, and Real Madrid Foundation training kit
- Tour Real Madrid CF Stadium, museum, and training complex
- Tour Spanish Soccer Federation museum and training complex
- Sightseeing activities: Visit the city of Madrid and the World Heritage cities of Toledo and Segovia
- Charter buses are reserved for all necessary transfers while in Europe
- Supervisor with the team 24 hours a day
- Comprehensive medical and cancelation insurance
- adidas promo product
DAILY SCHEDULE

**DAY 1:**  Depart USA for Madrid, Spain.

**DAY 2:**  Arrive at Barajas Adolfo Suarez International Airport, Spain, transfer to accommodations. Check into hotel to rest and relax. Light training session with own coach. Attend La Liga match (optional and additional cost).

**DAY 3:**  Training session at Real Madrid CF Academy # 1. Guided visit of Real Madrid training complex. Training session at Real Madrid CF Academy # 2.

**DAY 4:**  Training session at Real Madrid CF Academy # 3. Competitive friendly game #1 vs. top level Spanish team.

**DAY 5:**  Tour Real Madrid CF’s SANTIAGO BERNABEU stadium, museum, trophy room, and megastore. Lunch at the REAL CAFE Bernabéu. Sightseeing in Historic city of Toledo, UNESCO World Heritage Site.

**DAY 6:**  Training session at Real Madrid CF Academy # 4. Competitive friendly game #2 vs. top level Spanish team.

**DAY 7:**  Training session with your own coaches (subject to availability). Tour Spanish FA complex and museum. Guided City Tour of Madrid (Palacio Real, Plaza Mayor, Puerta del Sol...). Free time to enjoy Madrid on own.

**DAY 8:**  Sightseeing in Historic city of Segovia, UNESCO World Heritage Site. Competitive friendly game #3 vs. top level Spanish team.

**DAY 9:**  Youth Academy Games Observation. Attend an official “LA LIGA” game (optional and additional cost).

**DAY 10:**  Depart Madrid for USA.
Welcome to REAL MADRID CF’s training complex, the largest sports facility ever built by a soccer club.

It is the future home to a new generation of “Madridistas,” the home to REAL MADRID CF in the 21st century.

Professionals and fans coexist on 1,200,000 square feet of land.

Explore the opportunity to be trained by REAL MADRID CF coaches at our state of the art facilities - a complex that fulfill the requirements of any world class player!

Experience first hand what it is like to live the life of a REAL MADRID CF academy player.
The cultural aspects of our trips are an important benefit during your adventure.

You will have the chance to experience and taste traditional foods, see typical dances, visit historical sites, and much more!

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or would like to learn more.
Generation Adidas International is operated by eSoccer. Generation Adidas International and eSoccer are divisions of Definition XI, LLC.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Price per person (Starting From):

- players: from $1,650
- supporters: from $1,450
- coaches: from $1,295

*Single Supplement: $395

Payments:

The following is the payment outline:

- Deposit payment (date TBD)
  350.00 $ or € per person to confirm your trip.
- Progress payment (date TBD)
  800.00 $ or € per person
- Final balance (date TBD)

Remainder of Balance payment due.

* Exchange rates can fluctuate. We reserve the right to confirm the exchange rate at time of proposal acceptance.

2016 DATES
Limited spots for the following available dates. All trips have a Friday departure and Sunday return.

SPRING

- MARCH 4 - MARCH 13
- MARCH 11 - MARCH 20
- MARCH 18 - MARCH 27
- MARCH 25 - APRIL 3
- APRIL 1 - APRIL 10
- APRIL 8 - APRIL 17

SUMMER

- JUNE 10 - JUNE 19
- JUNE 17 - JUNE 26
- JUNE 24 - JULY 3
- JULY 1 - JULY 10
- JULY 8 - JULY 17
- JULY 15 - JULY 24
- JULY 22 - JULY 31
- JULY 29 - AUGUST 7
- AUGUST 5 - AUGUST 14
- AUGUST 12 - AUGUST 21
- AUGUST 19 - AUGUST 28
- AUGUST 26 - SEPTEMBER 4
- SEPTEMBER 2 - SEPTEMBER 11
Cancellations:

**Group Cancellations**
If the entire group cancels 5 months before departure, only the tour deposit is lost.

**Individual Cancellations**
Deposits are refundable up to 4 months prior to departure as long as 90% of the group travels.

**Group & Individual Cancellation Fees**
Deposit payment per person 5 months prior to departure date.

50% per person 4 months prior to departure date.
100% tour fee 3 months prior to departure date.

Statement of liability:

generation adidas international acts only as an agent for any owners, suppliers, and contractors providing transportation, accommodations, and any other services related to this program. The player’s Legal Guardian, agrees, that generation adidas international shall not become liable or responsible for additional expenses, injury or damage to a person or property in connection with any transportation, accommodations, excursions, or any other services resulting directly or indirectly from Acts of God, terrorism, damages incidental to flight, fire, acts of government or other causes beyond the direct control of generation adidas international and REAL MADRID CF.